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Into the valley of death: Editorial
By Sharanjit Paddam

Chief Editor Sharanjit Paddam reflects on the current
political appetite for investing in innovation and the
importance of bridging the "Valley of Death".

“The Australia of the future has to be a nation that is agile, that
is innovative, that is creative.” – Malcolm Turnbull PM, 14
September 2015
I imagine that our new PM’s victory speech would have elicited a
lot of sighs of relief across the nation. It was a breath of fresh air
after the previous massive cuts to science and technology
research, not least to universities, CSIRO, NICTA, ARENA, and
CEFC.
The full extent of Mr Turnbull’s plans will be revealed in the
Innovation Statement next month. So far, he seems to be
matching those words with actions. In Christopher Pyne, we now
have a minister for Industry, Innovation and Science.
Data61 – the new name for NICTA, which has now merged with
CSIRO – has had its funding restored. It is now the largest data
innovation group in Australia, bringing together academic
research and industry innovation to improve our
competitiveness. Data61’s output will be of great interest to
actuaries working in data analytics.
At the appointment of the new Chief Scientist for Australia, Mr
Turnbull even ventured to explain the concept of the Valley of
Death to the press.

“It's a metaphor for what happens is a technology gets funded, it
gets started but then there is a long, long slog before it gets to
commercialisation and actually gets to meaningful customers
and getting through that is what is called the Valley of Death, it's
actually the Valley of No Cash Flow is and of course a lot of
enterprises fall by the wayside. So that is where Government
support can be, as is the case now, and the case in the future
can be supportive.”
Gone are the plans to hobble the CEFC by banning investments
in wind farms and small scale solar. The CEFC will continue to
bridge the Valley of Death by funding clean energy investments.
ARENA, which focuses on research into renewable energy, also
has a part to play in crossing the Valley.

Australia desperately needs innovation. At times it seems like
the bedrock of our economy is digging holes in the ground for
iron and coal, and selling high-rise apartments to overseas
investors. In the US, more than 10% of GDP derives from
venture-capital-backed companies. In Australia, it is 0.2%.
There is no doubt that we have the high levels of education and
talent needed to drive an innovation economy. We also happen
to have a huge pool of investment funds driven by our
compulsory superannuation contributions system. Where we
have failed miserably is bringing the funding and the talent
together to drive commercial enterprise. Within the actuarial
sphere, there are plenty of opportunities for innovation, not
least amongst the FinTechs that are disrupting the financial
services industry.
Transforming our economy won’t happen overnight. There are
no political easy solutions, and it’ll require a long term sustained
effort to develop and implement the right policy framework.
Ironically, if Mr Turnbull lasts long enough to see the results of
his efforts, it could be the most surprising of all innovations.
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New green pastures
By Fiona Morrison

No profession is better placed to tackle long-term risks
and contribute to the climate change debate, says Fiona
Morrison.

This got me thinking about climate change, and a recent
conversation with one of our Fellows, who is putting his actuarial
skillset to good use in the environment arena.
He pointed out that the UN Climate Change Conference, COP21,
to be held in Paris in December, will, for the first time in over 20
years of UN negotiations, aim to achieve a legally binding and
universal agreement to keep global warming below 2°C. Will the
agreement be secured? I don’t know, but I hope so.
Climate change, and the broad range of risks it gives rise to, is
now receiving both political and mainstream media exposure.
Over the past five years, the failure to adapt to changing climate,
rising greenhouse gas emissions and similar themes have
featured heavily in the top five risks identified in the World
Economic Forum’s annual Global Risks report.

There is a clear appetite for the UK Institute & Faculty of
Actuaries (IFoA) and its members to engage in the climate
change debate.
Looking out of my kitchen window in search of inspiration for
this month’s article, I couldn’t help but ponder the unseasonable
weather we are currently enjoying here in the UK. The
forecasters refer to it as an ‘Indian summer’. Whatever you call
it, I can’t recall the last time I headed into mid-October without
turning on the central heating.

The science tells us that climate change is occurring and will do
so over a long time horizon. There is a high level of uncertainty,
but if we wait until these risks materialise, our options to deal
with them will be reduced. Risk and finance lie at the heart of
our profession’s capabilities, and no profession is better placed
to work with long-term risks and to positively contribute to the
climate change debate.
But what has the IFoA been doing about it? Recognising the
growing interest in this area from our members, we have set up
the Resources and Environment Board and the Climate Change
Working Party. These give us a prime focus for addressing
climate change issues from an actuarial perspective. We have
been helping policymakers understand climate change as a risk
through events like our workshop with the UK’s Prudential
Regulation Authority and the insurance industry, and through
our contribution to the Foreign & Commonwealth Office’s recent
report Climate Change: A Risk Assessment.
The issue of stranded assets, such as fossil fuel energy and
generation resources, which are no longer able to earn an
economic return as a result of changes in the market and the
transition to a low-carbon economy, has also featured in a
number of our events, including at the plenary session of this
year’s Risk and Investment Conference.
In July, The Actuary webinar on carbon risk attracted over 250
participants. What this tells me is that there is a clear appetite
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for the IFoA and its members to engage in the climate change
debate.
What does this mean for the profession, and where might future
opportunities lie? Many general insurance actuaries have been
working with climate-related risk for years. Some asset owners
around the world, mostly pension funds, are also beginning to
manage this long-term risk. It’s a financial risk, not just an
ethical issue, and investors are lobbying policymakers to develop
a realistic carbon price. This is seen as a key step on the road to
a low-carbon global economy.
Climate risk is a growing theme in the world of investment,
where many of our members work. The United Nationssupported Principles for Responsible Investment promote the
implications of sustainability for investors, and support
signatories to incorporate these issues into their investment
decision-making and ownership practices. There are 1,380
signatories to the principles, representing $59 trillion of assets.
There has also been an explosion in voluntary climate risk
disclosure initiatives. One UK pension scheme signatory has
asked its actuarial team to look at how their scheme, deemed
more resilient than average to environmental risks through its
longstanding investment policy, might benefit from this
resilience in its actuarial valuation.
As we head towards COP21 in Paris, it is safe to say that climate
change and carbon risk are now a mainstream part of risk and
investment, an area many actuaries inhabit.
I encourage my colleagues in the profession to see what
opportunities arise to develop the services we offer to our
clients.

This article was originally published by The Actuary, November
2015. ©The Institute and Faculty of Actuaries at
http://www.theactuary.com/opinion/2015/11/new-greenpastures/
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Unlocking wealth in the family home
By John McLenaghan

Australian baby boomers are considered one of the most
asset rich cohorts in history, but many are income poor.
John McLenaghan reports on a push for greater access to
home equity, to help fund retiree lifestyles.

meeting retirement needs; accommodation, aged care and
health costs. These costs will escalate as longevity increases.
Presentation.
Review the Insights Session Audio and Cathy's Presentation
Whilst acknowledging that eventually housing wealth may need
to be accessed to meet rising living costs, the HWG decided to
take a neutral position – not to encourage or dissuade retirees
from accessing their home equity. Instead, the HWG has
concentrated on generating reforms that would provide a better
standard of living in retirement by removing biases and/or
impediments for accessing housing wealth, if and when
required.
The HWG based its proposals on the Institute’s retirement
income principles;

Housing Working Group members L-R: Cathy Nance, Ken Baxter
(Productivity Commissioner) and Alun Stevens
Most Australians see their house as a home and not necessarily
as a store of wealth. That may change as policymakers, keen to
ease fiscal pressures of an ageing population, seek to identify
constraints to unlocking this relatively untapped asset.
The Productivity Commission is due to report on 1 December
2015 on policies that affect the Housing Decisions of Older
Australians. The Actuaries Institute established a Housing
Working Group (HWG) under the leadership of actuary Catherine
Nance, a partner at PricewaterhouseCoopers, to work on a
parallel path to develop policy recommendations to streamline
retirees’ access to their housing wealth. Cathy and working
group member Alun Stevens addressed an Insights Session (19
November 2015) to outline the proposals that have been
developed and to seek member feedback.
Cathy talked about the current level of retiree housing wealth –
approximately $1 trillion - and contrasted that with the cost of
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Cathy Nance in conversation with Institute Deputy CEO and
Head of Public Policy Elayne Grace.
The majority view was that the proposition to cap the exemption
from the means test should not be a policy proposal as it would
attract undue focus and detract from the statement’s primary
purpose of improving equity. It was agreed that the proposal
should be relegated to simply provide options that government
can consider, to improve fairness in the system at some future
time. These options include:
• Sustainability to ensure reliable, secure, adequate resources
in retirement to meet all needs
• Flexibility which facilitates choice and transaction fluidity
• Equity
◦ Intergeneration equity re tax concessions and Age pension
◦ Horizontal equity taking into account all asset classes
• Efficiency re. public expenditure
• Simplicity which minimises the need for and cost of advice
• Supportive regulatory fr
frameworks
ameworks to underpin competition
and consumer protection

Cathy put forward specific reform recommendations including:
▪ The provision of (partial) protection under Age Pension
means test for amounts released from home equity so that
housing decisions are not distorted (for 70% on Age Pension)
▪ Government to develop principles-based regulation for home
equity release schemes which ensures: security of tenure;
applies to all types of products and providers; and facilitates
standard and simpler disclosures
▪ All regulation of home equity release products to be at the
Commonwealth level
▪ Consideration be given to the advice required by borrowers
and the licensing requirements for third party distributors
and/or advisors
▪ Regulatory protective measures need to be established to
guard against the risk of financial abuse of older Australians
who could gain access to significant assets during a period of
diminishing cognitive capacity.

▪ Stamp duty relief as part of wider tax reform package
▪ Reconsideration of bank lending practices to reduce
transaction friction especially around bridging finance for
downsizing
▪ A review of Age Pension arrangements to improve fairness
between homeowners with disparate housing wealth
including a cap on the value of the home exempted from the
Age Pension means test. This should not impact more than
10% of homeowners.
The HWG believes there is a role for Government in smoothing
the pathway to unlocking housing wealth but rests somewhere
on the spectrum that starts with: raising awareness through
improved financial literacy; underwriting the negative equity
risk, supporting securitisation programs for product providers;
expanding the Personal Loans Scheme and finally establishing a
universally government-run reverse mortgage scheme.
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In the Margin: December 2015 - Parting is Such
Sweet Sorrow
By Genevieve Hayes
Although it has been fun while it lasted, after seven years and 69
columns to date, I have decided it is finally time for me to call it
a day. Next month’s column will be my 70 th and my last.
However, before I leave, I thought I would take this opportunity
to answer two of the most common questions I have been asked
over the years: (i) Do you make up all of the puzzles yourself?
and (ii) How do you come up with your ideas?
Unless otherwise stated, all of the puzzles that have featured in
In the Margin over the last seven years have been my own work.
Even if I wanted to (which I never did), I couldn’t have just run
other people’s puzzles as my own, as that is plagiarism and
would have resulted in both me and the magazine/website
getting into a lot of trouble. More importantly, though, since a
$50 prize was awarded each month, I wanted readers to work
for the prize. Right from the beginning, I worked very hard to
make sure the puzzles I ran couldn’t be solved by simply
Googling a few key words. Had I run pre-existing puzzles, this
most certainly would not have been the case, which defeats the
purpose of having a prize at all.
With regard to coming up with ideas, that was actually the
easiest part of the whole process. Knowing that I had to produce
ten puzzles per year, I quickly got into the habit of keeping a
look out for concepts that could possibly be combined with a
standard puzzle type (such as a crossword or a word search) to
create something new and unique. Usually, these reflected my
interests at the time of writing. For example, the pseudonym
crossword that featured in the previous In the Margin came
about after I read an article about famous writers who had
changed their names. Constant readers are probably well aware,
by now, that I am a big movie geek, as movies or film actors
formed the basis for many of my puzzles over the last seven
years. That said, my interests are not necessarily the same as
those of my readers. With that in mind, I did my best to provide
a wide variety of puzzles so that there was something for
everyone. I sincerely hope that readers found this to be the
case.
Next month, in my final column, I will sign off by presenting
some statistics I have calculated from the last seven years of
responses to In the Margin . Until then, though, I will leave you

with one of my favourite quotes of all time – assuming you can
find it, that is.

Drop b
by
y Sometime
Hidden in the drop quote puzzle below is a famous quotation
followed by the name of the person to whom that quote is
attributed:

For your chance to win a $50 book voucher, solve the drop
quote and email your solution to:
inthemargin@actuaries.asn.au.

Pick
Picket
et F
Fences
ences (Actuaries 203
Solution)
The solution to the slitherlink puzzle given in Actuaries 203 is:

17 correct answers were submitted. The winner of this month’s
prize, selected randomly from among the correct entries, was
Lucky Joeng
Joeng, who will receive a $50 book voucher.
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The Changing Rules of the Game
By Peter Sinkis

This latest instalment in our Banking on Change event coverage charts two talks on regulatory changes delivered from the
perspective of the banks. Peter Sinkis reports.
Paolo Tonucci (Group Treasurer, Commonwealth Bank of Australia) and Gordon Allison (Head of Treasury Development and
Transformation, Group Treasury, National Australia Bank) took us on this tour and some engaging discussion at
the Banking on Change Seminar.

Preparing for the Net Stable Funding Ratio
Gordon launched in with a focus on the next major change in liquidity regulation approaching banks, the Net Stable Funding
Ratio (NSFR). With the Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) taking much of the initial focus of Basel III regulation with its 1 January 2015
implementation date in Australia, the focus was now shifting to the issues and challenges of meeting the NSFR requirement.
Gordon’s starting point was that liquidity risk, in the form of inadequate stable funding, combined with the high degree of
interconnectedness between banks and other financial institutions are the main drivers behind the severity of financial crises.
The development and implementation of new rules for liquidity and stable funding are a major way to address this risk.
In term of NSFR from a global perspective, Australia is somewhat of an outlier; particularly compared to other banks in the Asian
region. Australia is more constrained by the structural funding influences that drive NSFR outcomes. In particular, the form of
investments taken by superannuation funds, which tends to disfavour investment in bank deposits, has a particularly strong
influence.
Given that the NSFR is due to arrive in January 2018 how will banks begin to prepare? As a first step, the focus will be on
identifying the strongest and most binding constraint. This will allow banks to identify their overall position across the range of
metrics that impact the balance sheet (including CET1 capital, Leverage Ratio, LCR, NSFR and Total Loss Absorbency Capacity
(TLAC) requirements). As a strong understanding of these constraints are developed, a bank can begin to develop the actions it
will take to address them
From a management perspective, this change needs to be achieved through several mechanisms. These include product design,
understanding key levers that influence metrics –perhaps most importantly pricing – and also in leveraging the strong data and
reporting capabilities established through the introduction of the LCR. These changes will not be quickly brought into play,
particularly as the structural change required to influence the NSFR and other metrics take time to establish.
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Balance Sheet Management in a Constr
Constrained
ained W
World
orld
Finishing on that note, the floor was handed to Paolo Tonucci, who examined the increasing constraints on banking activities
as regulatory change has come into force. In particular, he focused on the changing shape of bank balance sheets, the
competition that exists between various constraints that are present and potential future developments.
Using the GFC as the boundary, Paolo highlighted that the world of banking in Australia had moved from an unconstrained
place to one with many constraints. In particular, there has been a steady movement from a principles-based approach to
increasingly prescriptive requirements by regulators in ensuring the safety of the financial system. There are a number of
views adopted by regulators to consider capital.
In the initial stages of the Basel regulatory regime, economic capital was the active constraint, alongside rating agencies views
of bank strength. This began to change over the 2008 to 2015 period where regulatory capital became increasingly important.
Further, regulatory capital became a more complex measure in some ways as the various perspectives that regulators adopted
moved from capital and RWAs, to the incorporate of stress testing, liquidity through LCR and NSFR. The future was clearly
resolving into further change including the introduction of standard formula floors for certain classes of assets, as well as the
consideration of Total Loss Absorbing Capacity requirement.
All these taken together result in various implications for balance sheet management including the need to:
▪ Identify your binding constraint for your business;
▪ Drive the right business decisions in the face of your constraint - by simplifying the discussion to a single constraint and
managing the complexity in the centre of the organisation; and,
▪ Having clear framework owners - which likely will involve Risk, Finance or Treasury given the need to have a holistic view of
the organisation and understand the underlying complexity.

How does it feel to oper
operate
ate in a constr
constrained
ained world now
now,, compared to the past?
The world has always been constrained for banks. What has changed is the increase in complexity that the new regulation has
brought. In the old world it was relatively straightforward to align to a single constraint, now the binding constraint is not
necessarily readily apparent and continues to be subject to regulatory uncertainty for some time to come.
In Australia, the environment is not as uncomfortable as in the UK. APRA have rolled out their requirements in a structured and
clear way that has been well thought through. As such the impact on customers and markets has been more readily absorbed.

The NSFR doesn’t necessarily consider local funding structuresconsider
local funding structures?

This goes to the heart of the design of the metrics. In the US and Canada, there is a high degree of securitisation. This is not the
case in Australia. So, taking a system-wide view - can the system as a whole meet this metric? Clearly, there is more work to be
done in relation to this. Overall “Australia Inc” must find a balance between the needs of Australian savers and borrowers. The
goal of the liquidity regulation is to make the Australian banking system safer, and this needs to be kept in mind as responses are
developed. Overall, it is incumbent on regulators to consider the specific characteristics of the domestic banking system they are
regulating, and how they will influence and impact it as they formulate their local implementation of the Basel rules.

How do you mak
make
e these complex concepts understandable across the bank?

The first step is to capture constraints and distil them into the tools that are used by the bank on a day to day basis. This is a key
role of central functions. Some aspects will be applied as central costs that are pushed out through existing pricing tools used by
the front line. Customer pricing plays a key part: e.g. for mortgages it is well understood in the market that the product is highly
negotiated. Educating front line staff and customers about the underlying price drivers become the key. The linkage between the
RBA cash rate and mortgage rate has reduced over time, and the reasons why can be better explained to customers.

Has economic capital’
capital’ss role been reduced, or simply dwarfed b
by
y the other
constr
constraints
aints brought into pla
play?
y?
The focus here is that a key part of economic capital processes are the techniques that have been developed. For example, stress
testing processes that are now coming to the fore are important and valuable in terms of the thinking they encourage in the
organisation. As no models are perfect, it remains relevant though not central.
As always, thank you to our speakers in delivering an engaging and wide-ranging discussion on the banks perspectives and
practical challenges in dealing with a complex environment of regulatory change.
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UK General Insurance Seminar Report
By Grainne McGuire

Dublin-based Actuary, Gráinne McGuire reflects on the key
messages from the UK General Insurance conference held
in Liverpool this year.
GIRO is the main general insurance conference held by the
Institute and Faculty of Actuaries (IFoA) in the UK. Now in its
42nd year, it has grown from humble beginnings to a large
conference attended by well over 700 actuaries, both local and
international. It is similar to Australian General Insurance
Seminars, but on a larger scale. For example, there are usually
10 or 11 concurrent sessions which can make it very difficult to
select which session to attend.

Key messages
Key messages from GIRO 2015 include:
• Technology is rapidly changing the insurance world – both in
terms of how business operates but also what is insured.
• Innovation is key. If companies are not at the leading edge of
developments then they risk falling by the way side.
• Actuaries must recognise and deal with the far-reaching
impacts of climate change.

Technology
A good example of the impact of new technology on insurance
was given in a fascinating talk about the Bought by Many
business model. This uses social media to act as an intermediary
between insurance companies and customers. It focuses on
groups of customers looking for a niche product – for example,
pet insurance for a very expensive type of pedigree dog, the
Shar-Pei. However, it is more than a broker – it supports each
group and provides discussion forums. So in the case of the
Shar-Pei owners the group shares tips for better care for their
precious pooches, leading to a higher quality of risk for the
insurance company – Sheba is less likely to get sick in the first
place.

Social Media
Speaking more generally, a business model that operates via
social media has access to huge amounts of personal
information, much more so than responses on an underwriting
form. Will Facebook or Google start to become insurers in their
own right? Can companies compete with the levels of personal
data that they have? Take the example of someone looking to
renew their car insurance who has recently started a
relationship with someone 200km away. Social media will know
this, insurance companies will not. There is a huge potential for
disruption to the insurance industry over and above things like
driverless cars changing the face of motor insurance.

Innovation
Consequently innovation is vital. Companies like Uber and
AirBnB demonstrate that insurable products are changing
rapidly. Insurance needs to recognise new products and insure
them. Domestic lines and other personal products should be
easy to buy via smartphone. Companies like Facebook or Google
present an enormous risk for disruption of the traditional
insurance company. The low yield environment is expected to
continue, meaning that the influx of capital from non-traditional
sources would continue, and in turn, lead to ever increasing
competition.

Manage rrather
ather than tr
transfer
ansfer risk
On the commercial front, larger businesses will increasingly selfinsure. Insurers will need to move into the role of risk advisors.
Insurance will become less about transferring risk, and more
about preventing it in the first place. In the world of big data,
companies also need to consider their data needs and set
structures in place to start collecting that data now – the sooner
you have lots of quality data for training and back-testing, the
better. Competition in the future will be determined by the
quality of the data collected now. If companies are not operating
at the leading edge, then they risk falling by the wayside –
consider the demise of Nokia as a salutary lesson.
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Climate change

reinstated as a last minute finalist and deservedly won the
competition.

Climate change was very topical at the conference, which was
not surprising given the increased focus from the financial
sector on this issue. The governor of the Bank of England, Mark
Carney, recently spoke about climate change while the
Prudential Regulatory Authority arm of the bank released a
report on the risks posed to the UK insurance sector by climate
change[1]. There was a real sense that this is something that
actuaries must consider.

GIRO 2016 will be held in Dublin in September 2016.

Risks facing the insurance sector were classified into three main
categories:
• Physical risks – the actual climate changes and their impacts
• Transitional risks – this covers risks facing companies
transitioning to dealing with climate change. One example
would be the impact on asset values from oil companies and
similar. What value will these asses have in a world moving to
a low carbon economy?
• Liability risk –will climate related liability claims be the next
latent claims to emerge? There have been a number of court
cases so far, generally unsuccessful, but if one succeeds, the
floodgates may open.

Modelling issues
A number of speakers discussed modelling issues. The keynote
address was given by Professor John Kay, FT columnist and
author of several books. He suggested that the financial world
has gone too far down the road of assigning probabilities to
events and would do well to remember the ideas of Keynesian
uncertainty - some things are simply uncertain and cannot be
ascribed a probability with any reasonable degree of confidence.
To do so may invite disaster. The role of expert judgement in
modelling was discussed – even the most “objective“ statistical
model involves a large amount of expert input from the range of
data used, to the modelling techniques, distributions and
forecasts. It is important to be aware of the known biases and
pitfalls in human judgement and deal with these appropriately.
A discussion of catastrophe modelling suggested that we should
consider the past stochastically and ask why particular
catastrophic events had not happened before. Answering this
might lead to insight into future events.

Food for thought
With many other interesting discussions such as ethics in
insurance (which noted that the fairness of price optimisation in
insurance has been questioned in the US and optimisation may
well be banned there), microinsurance and even some technical
presentations on the bootstrap method (leading someone to
joke on Twitter – “Who let the ASTIN boys in?”), there was plenty
of food for thought at this year’s GIRO.

Strictly Dancing
And speaking of ethics, there was some strong evidence that
actuaries had paid attention to their duty to ensure fairness. The
gala dinner entertainment was GIRO does Strictly, consisting of a
number of brave actuaries (including Australian actuary Lori Tan)
dancing competitively after spending their breaks dancing rather
than stocking up on coffee and biscuits. The selection of the
three finalists (no actuarial advice was considered for this) did
not appear to be totally based on merit. A campaign was started
by actuaries at the event - #BringBackRachel, which spread like
wildfire around the room and across Twitter. Rachel was duly

[1] http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/pra/Documents/
supervision/activities/pradefra0915.pdf
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Should the study of psychological biases be
included in actuarial education?
By Andrew Gower
Medibank actuary Andrew Gower looks at how psychological
biases inter
interact
act with the actuarial syllabus and why a greater
understanding of these biases is important for personal and
professional growth.
Psychological biases form an important aspect of why humans
(and other animals) behave the way they do. Understanding
various psychological biases is critical for most professionals,
although most have limited training in identifying where a bias
impacts their day to day role. The interrelationships between
how we feel, how we think and how we act are critical in
understanding ourselves and others; once understood you can
look to ways of changing them with a greater chance of success
in analysis, communication and influencing others.
Bias in actuarial science
Behavioural economics is a combination of economics and
psychology and often focuses on how bias’ impacts economic
decisions. This challenges the use of models without
understanding the risks that exist within the model itself (rather
than the assumptions). As advisors to the business, we often
need to understand and influence management decisions. These
decisions often are underpinned by personal bias that
individuals (and collectives) hold.

Two quite opposite qualities equally bias our minds - habits and
novelty. - Jean de la Bruyere
Biases play an important part in the insurance industry and are
something actuaries have understood in some form over many
years. Some key biases that underpin insurance and finance
include:
• The certainty bias and risk aversion. People prefer certainty to
uncertainty. Insurance (and investment guarantees) provides
certainty, allowing people to reduce the financial uncertainty
in their lives. Many commercial pricing decisions that
actuaries are involved in rely on understanding how
customers value certainty.
• Anchoring results. As professionals, we have often seen
results over many years. As we build up our knowledge base,

it becomes harder to shift our thinking when new data
becomes available.
• Survivorship biases in analysis. We often focus on those that
have survived, rather than focusing on those that are nolonger with us. This is important in analysing stock markets,
but also companies more broadly.
Where else does psychology play a part?
Understanding various biases can assist in many ways both
internally, in our own careers, and externally with the
businesses we advise.
Understanding the biases that influence you is likely to improve
your personal effectiveness. A great example of this comes by
understanding how we deal with ambiguity (a key part of the
certainty bias).
As actuaries, an important part of our role is to communicate
uncertainty in results. If we don’t understand our own views on
uncertainty, how can we communicate this to others who are
often unaware of their bias?
By understanding our own bias, we can shift our thinking away
from the certain to the uncertain which is the first step to
improved communication.

The noblest pleasure is the joy of understanding. - Leonardo da
Vinci
Looking externally, there are many areas where improved
understanding of bias can assist in our work. One such example
is in understanding customer behavior. As our roles within
business have grown, we have often become closer to
customers. While historically, our core analysis was often on
customer behavior with limited choice (e.g. death rates), we now
focus on events where the consumer has wider choice and the
customer’s (and society’s) biases play an important role in what
occurs. To provide the most value to our business partners,
understanding these aspects can assist in:
• Pricing decisions, both from customer’s viewpoint of shifting
risk to the insurer, but also assisting to understand the
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broader proposition the insurer is offering and how this is
understood and valued.
• Reducing product design risks both now and in the future.
• Understanding which of the possible actions we could take
would be the most effective?
• Understanding what might happen if we change products and
how should we communicate to customers?
While other professions may take the lead in these areas,
actuaries can bring key technical skills in finance and statistics
along with a holistic understanding of insurance, allowing these
aspects to be integrated more broadly into decisions.
A good summary of 20 key biases features in this article. Many
of these are unknown, although others are well known. It is
worth reflecting on these from both a personal and professional
view point. Even ask others if they seek these within you, you
may be surprised at the answers (and they may be surprised of
the question).
As I have progressed further into my career, these aspects play
an increasing importance in broader leadership and
management roles. Providing leadership is often inwardly
understanding the personal assumptions I have built up over
many years and seeking to modify them before moving onto
external leadership. For me this is gained via reflecting on what
has happened, how I felt and acted and why I acted in such a
way. This journey is ongoing and will be forever part of my life; it
isn’t an easy journey always but rewarding in many ways.
The actuarial syllabus
While one possible approach of gaining knowledge of these
aspects is to include them in the formal actuarial syllabus (most
likely as part of the Actuarial Control Cycle), there is limited
space in the current syllabus and we should recognise this.
Students may not recognise the importance of understanding
biases until they start working so the study is likely to have
limited value during university.
We also don’t need in-depth knowledge of all aspects of
psychological biases but I believe we all need to be aware of
some basic psychology concepts and understand biases that
impact our work. This knowledge could be gained in a range of
ways:
• If you are still at university, consider doing breath subjects
looking at biases that people hold. These are often covered in
management or marketing
• Many Ted talks look into certain aspects of psychology. These
are a good resource for many people.
• Online resources such as Coursera.org and other online
learning providers can provide courses that cover aspects of
management bias
• There are many books looking into bias in management,
marketing, pricing (amongst others) that are worth reading.
• Other programs offered by development organisations
including the Actuaries Institute’s CPD roadshows which have
focused on these aspects of your career in the past.
• Personal one-on-one coaching can assist in supporting you
reflecting on these areas and can be invaluable.
Only once you are aware, can you work on change.
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Problem Solved with Careers Advisers
By Nicole Sitosta

On 22 October 2015, over 150 High School Careers Advisers
gathered at Institute HQ to find out more about becoming
an Actuary.
The Careers Advisers Association (CAA) represents Career
Education and Careers Advisers in Government, Catholic and
Independent Schools in NSW and ACT, as well as other Career
Development Practitioners working in associated fields. The CAA
promotes career education as a central and vital part of
schooling and supports the work of Careers Advisers in assisting
young people in making decisions about work, study and
training.
As part of the Institute’s Strategic Goal 2 (Improve Member and
Student Engagement), the Institute hosted an event for the
Careers Advisers Association Conference this year. The event
was held on 22 October at the Institute's Forum with more than
150 Careers Advisers in attendance. The theme for the event
was aligned with the Institute's High School Program - Actuarial
Studies: Problem Solved .

A big thank you to the following actuaries who got involved:

• venue and equipment (The Forum);
• giveaway pack including Institute related information (e.g.
Actuarial Studies: Problem Solved collateral and merchandise
and See what we see campaign brochure);
• guest speakers; and
• venue liaison.

• Jan Swinhoe, Company Director and Board Member;
• Trang Duncanson, Head of Actuarial, Capital and Risk
Management, NAB;
• Anthony Lowe, CEO, Prostate Cancer Foundation Australia;
• Martin Mulcare, Director, ETIAM;
• Wayne Brazel, Consultant;
• Brian Chu, Actuarial Studies Faculty, Macquarie University;
• Bo Jiang, Actuary, Willis Re; and
• Tyson Johnston, Consultant, EY.

The one and a half hour program involved speed information
sessions, where actuaries interacted with Careers Advisers on
how becoming an Actuary is a brilliant career choice for their
talented mathematical students, the educational pathway, the
work that actuaries do, the career opportunities and the benefits
of joining such a great profession as well as providing the
Careers Advisers with the opportunity to ask questions.

As a result of extending our reach to so many careers advisers,
we expect an increase in the number of requests for high school
visits in 2016 and are currently in the process of locking in 2016
high school visits. If you are interested in getting involved in
spreading the word about Actuarial Studies to high school
students, we'd love to hear from you. Get in touch via
problemsolved@actuaries.asn.au.

Presentations followed with welcome remarks by Deputy CEO
and Head of Public Policy, Elayne Grace, the role of the Institute
by CEO David Bell, life as an Actuary by Jan Swinhoe and the
educational pathway by Brian Chu.

“I have just received a great phone call from Gordon Doyle,
Careers Adviser at Epping Boys School who attended this
morning’s very successful Careers Advisers Association
Conference held at the Actuaries Institute.

The Institute provided in-kind sponsorship including:

After the event they were travelling on the bus and he said he
sat alone and reflected on the material we had given them. He
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read the see what we see publication from cover to cover and
felt compelled to give me a call to say that in more than 20 years
as a career adviser it is the most effective promotional
marketing material he has seen. The line repeated on every page
‘the world isn’t black and white, but business decisions are’ is
marketing genius. The variety of where actuaries work in the
publication is absolutely fantastic. It is the most professional
material he has seen from any professional organisation –
simple and straightforward. He would like 20 copies of the
report so he can circulate them further.”
- Elayne Grace, Deputy CEO
See what Careers Adviser Gordon Doyle saw and find out more
about See what we see, the external campaign to promote the
actuarial profession.
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In the Margin: November 2015 - Who are you?
By Genevieve Hayes

Across

It is an age old tradition for people in certain industries to
change their names in order to further their careers. Who can
really blame Archie Leach, for example, for changing his name to
Cary Grant or David Jones for changing his name to the much
less generic David Bowie? Others, throughout history, have
adopted pseudonyms to hide their gender; distinguish
themselves from another person with the same or similar name;
or to protect themselves and their family from persecution.
Whatever the reason, it seems that changing your name is
almost a rite of passage among actors, musicians, writers and
even monarchs and other professionals.

5. Jorge Bergoglio (4, 7)
7. Amanda Rogers (6, 2, 5)
12. Mark Vincent (3, 6)
13. Margaretha Zelle (4, 4)
15. Norma Jean Mortenson (7, 6)
17. Maurice Micklewhite (7, 5)
18. Reginald Dwight (5, 4)
20. Eric Blair (6, 6)
22. Krishna Bhanji (3, 8)
23. Gordon Sumner (5)
24. Cassius Clay (8, 3)
25. Stefani Germanotta (4, 4)
26. Bernard Schwartz (4, 6)
27. Frances Gumm (4, 7)

Otherwise Known As…
The following crossword contains the pseudonyms of a number
of famous people. The clues you have been given are the birth
names of these individuals.

Down
1. Caryn Johnson (6, 8)
2. Howard O’Brien (4, 4)
3. Manfred von Richthofen (3, 5)
4. Allen Konigsberg (5, 5)
6. Alecia Moore (4)
8. Jean-Baptiste Poquelin (7)
9. Francois-Marie Arouet (8)
10. Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (5, 7)
11. Carlos Estevez (7, 5)
14. Terry Bollea (4, 5)
16. William H. Bonney (5, 3, 3)
17. Margaret Hyra (3, 4)
19. Ilyena Mironoff (5, 6)
21. Alisa Rosenbaum (3, 4)
25. Ella Yelich-O’Connor (5)
For your chance to win a $50 book voucher, solve the crossword
and email your solution to: inthemargin@actuaries.asn.au.
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Senior actuaries share career journey
By Timothy Lam
Timothy Lam reports on a successful Careers Event, one year in
the making, to give first-year students insight into the potential
career paths that can spring from an actuarial education.
Since the beginning of my undergraduate degree three years
ago I have been lucky enough to meet numerous actuarial
students through my involvement with the Actuarial Society of
UNSW. During my first two years, I observed that most students,
with the exception of co-op scholars and a minority of extremely
career oriented individuals, were not sure whether the field they
were heading into was their area of interest. They were starting
in that area as a result of attaining a graduate offer with a
company. This is more or less due to the technical nature of Part
1 exams (a Bachelor of Actuarial Studies grants students Part 1
exemptions if they achieve a certain mark in predetermined
courses) and the focus on traditional areas which means
students are rarely exposed to industries such as banking and
analytics.

With this in mind, I was determined to organise anevent with a
focus on developing students’ interests in various specialisations
that actuaries currently work in.
View the video here:
https://youtu.be/UIhe0PCP2C8
After a year of negotiations, planning and replanning along with
the support from the Institute and sponsors, the Career
Networking Event finally took place on 1 October 2015 at the
Institute!
The attending students were mostly in their first year and had
gone through a selection process as well as a mandatory
workshop prior to the event. The students had the opportunity
to gain insights into six practice areas on the day – Life
Insurance, General Insurance, Health, Superannuation, Banking

and Analytics. The event began with presentations from
experienced actuaries from each area. The students were then
separated into groups and participated in a networking session
across the six areas with the speakers, representatives from
sponsors and alumni of the society.
It was a very valuable opportunity as students were able to gain
insights from both experienced and young actuaries across all
six areas. The night ended with refreshments and it was pleasing
to see students stay back to chat with representatives after an
eventful evening.
View the video here:
https://youtu.be/h23uYr6Q6gw
With positive feedbacks from the speakers, representatives and
students, I sincerely hope this event can continue to run
annually, not just for students at UNSW but for all actuarial
students around Australia. My original plan was to develop a
mentoring program for university students, but a wise man
reminded me that there were no roots for the tree to grow yet.
Hopefully this is the first seed in the soil, and a more
sophisticated program will continue to develop in the future,
perhaps in conjunction with the Young Actuaries Program as a
mean of fostering relationships between university students and
industry professionals. I am definitely looking forward to the
development of this program and would love to be a part of it
even though my involvement with ASOC has recently ended!
Finally, I would like to use this opportunity to again thank the
speakers and representatives for their time, the Institute and
sponsors in supporting us and my team for helping me out from
Day 1!
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Risk on the Rails – Q&A with Jason Breton
By Jason Breton

What are the big
biggest
gest risks on the rrails
ails at the moment?

Downer Rail’s General Manager Jason Breton
uses all the data he can lay his hands on when
dealing with project finance uncertainty.
Here, he gives a taste of his upcoming
presentation at the 2015 ERM Seminar.

Our biggest risk is around manufacturing cost and quality. It’s a real fine line
between a baseline position and a quality landed product as there are no
passenger train manufacturers active in the Australian market for the most part.
Transport and infrastructure look like taking a turn on the upside soon and that
in itself may increase the appetite for more international offerings.
How does your experience in the Police Force inform your approach to
risk?
Good question! I guess the risks are different. Nowadays I deal with project
finance uncertainty and it is such a diverse career change that I don't often sit
back and consider what "risk" used to look like. I think the Police Force made
me understand the consequences of not applying 100% in everything one does it was a good grounding for management generally.
Jason will give the Keynote Address at the upcoming Enterprise Risk
Management Seminar on 30 November 2015 in Sydney. View the Progr
Program
am and
Register now.
What
What’s
’s your approach to digital technology in terms of risk?

How would you describe holistic and
contemporary risk management?
Holistic & Contemporary now for me means more
focus on the real reason for risk management and
that is making things more certain. It means using
every available piece of data the business can
collect, every ounce of experience its people have
and considering all reasonable hypothesis in
considering the exposure of a risk event. It means a
risk database that allows a collection of actions in
treatment of risk so we are not repeating the
process over and over again - that's why risk
management got boring!
Selling risk management as a real value add. We
have beggar fatigue in business now where in
practice we go through the fundamentals but you
need to demonstrate its value in pure dollars that's where the translation touch point is.

Essential; the speed of which we have moved in big data, data mining and the
availability of risk information forming decisions is incredible.
I use everything I can lay my hands on insofar as new tools provided by digital
technology and we now use risk apps as common practice in enterprise risk
management in the field.
How do you balance commercial decisions with ethical consider
considerations?
ations?
Always a double edge sword in business but more often than not the boards of
the "majors" have set a good time from the top.
We have a strong commitment to ethical procurement and with BS 8903
becoming commonplace more business will focus on the value of ethical
procurement.
What is your impression of actuaries and the skills they offer?What is your
impression of actuaries and the skills they offer?
They are usually too smart for me! No, I work closely with financial modellers
and we conduct a range of analysis of cost and material estimates. I enjoy then
constant discussion around uncertainty within the model and what is the
project contingency. I think they are more conservative than a risk professional.
In reality, when all the data is in and we know the sell price of a scope of work that's when the two skills combine best as we attempt to validate the
assumptions that form the contingent amount. Deep down I know they are all
nice people though!
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Can health care work in a free market?
By Clare Li

Clare Li explores the definition and condition of a ‘perfect
free market’ in traditional economics, before assessing the
feasibility of those conditions in the health care market.
A market is an adjustment mechanism that allows the gathering
of consumers and suppliers together to exchange goods and
services at an agreed price [1]. In traditional economics, a perfect
free market is able to adjust with price and quantity signals so
that buyer and consumer satisfactions and wellbeing at a given
level of resource can be maximised. In such a market
government intervention is an inefficient allocation of resource
and unnecessary[1].
A perfectly free health care market requires the satisfaction of a
number of crucial conditions on the demand and the supply
sides of the market. On the demand size, there is perfect
certainty, the consumer knows when their health wants will
arise, and they can plan ahead and seek out perfect knowledge
on what they want and where to secure the best prices. A
perfect market also requires consumer sovereignty, in which the
consumer has the ability to rationally judge and make decisions
based on the perfect information available on the cost and
benefits of the healthcare. They only purchase when benefits are
greater than costs. Under the circumstance where consumers
have to rely on the advice of agents to obtain perfect knowledge,
agents act free of self-interest. In a perfect market there are also
no externalities, i.e. one’s health cannot be affected in a positive
or negative way by others’ consumption of health care services.
On the supply side, supplier has perfect knowledge of demand
and costs, there is no barrier to entry and there are many small
providers, each with no market power, so that supply strictly
follows to meet demand[1].
All of those conditions for a perfect free market are difficult to
meet in health care. On the demand side, while some minor
recurring health problems such as shortsightedness and nonacute elective surgeries can be planned, the occurrence of many
acute or major illnesses is uncertain [2]. Consumers also do not
have perfect knowledge[2]. When a health problem arises,
consumers often lack experience due to infrequent experience.
It is also difficult for consumers to become fully aware of their
health status, as it requires understanding symptoms of
illnesses, the association and causation of diseases, while the
probability of occurrence depends on multitude of factors

including age, gender, family history/genetics, pre-existing
conditions, lifestyle. Once illness arises, information on
appropriate care pathways; services available; and level of
quality services may not exist or be too complex for consumers
to digest. This leads to the breakdown of consumer sovereignty.
Consumers also need to rely on agents to provide them with
information as well as helping them make decisions. In the
healthcare market those agents are almost always the sellers/
supplier of services e.g. doctors. This places asymmetrical power
with the supplier. Not only are suppliers given the role of
informing patients, they also have significant influence on
consumer’s decision making. When agents’ remuneration is
directly tied to the information they provide and the decision
they can influence, particularly under the Fee for Service
payment model, conflict of interest and moral hazard arises
breaking down the perfect agent condition[2]. In healthcare,
there are also externalities[2], where an individual benefits
despite not consuming any health services (e.g. herd immunity
from immunisation) or is harmed as a result of others’
consumption of health services (e.g. anti-biotic resistance),
which further breaks down market forces of price and
consumption quantity, where positive externalities reduces the
optimal consumption of health care, and negative externality
leads to excessive consumption.
On the supply side, crucial conditions also fail in the healthcare
market. Under the perfect free market there will be no barrier of
entry and a large number of doctors to compete with each other
purely on price[1]. Regulation and quality assurance on the
supply side will be difficult to enforce, this can and does lead to
mistakes and some may even be fatal. The moral obligation of
society imposes licensure[2] requiring supplier to hold minimum
qualification and training to protect consumers’ safety. This
inadvertently gives more market power to suppliers allowing
suppliers to charge prices higher than the value of the care.
Leaving consumption of health care to the free market can result
in a significantly higher price of care, or no access of care in
some rural and remote areas. In areas where population is
sparse and people are more likely to have less purchasing power
but greater burden of disease. The cost of providing health care
in rural and remote areas can be significantly higher due to
higher living costs, transport costs, telecommunication costs and
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difficulties in attracting health professionals at urban
[3] [4] [5]

remuneration rates
. Health care deemed by free market
forces will likely be offered at a significantly higher price and be
very limited.
Leaving health care to the free market can also result in inequity
between various groups e.g. affluence, racial and ethnicity.
Disadvantaged groups may be more costly to service may likely
receive less information and services and utilise less care. Some
evidence of this is demonstrated by the US healthcare market,
where there is an increasing proportion of non-elderly persons
without insurance coverage[6] and in particular less access to
health care for certain ethnic and racial groups[7] [8].
Health care operating in a free market can lead to inefficient use
of resources. Barriers to entry and asymmetry of knowledge not
only allow suppliers to charge higher than the perfect market
price, but also create a supplier moral hazard. Some evidence of
this is supply-induced demand where care is provided with no
value or little value relative to its costs, in some instances even
[9]

causing harm to consumers . Uncertainty in healthcare
consumption creates the need for private health insurance or
universal health insurance, which changes market price signals.
This creates consumer and supplier moral hazard and leads to
over-consumption of healthcare when the price to the consumer
is lower than the market price. This can be evidenced by
comparing the utilisation rate of primary care services under
bulk billing with private billing systems, and the RAND study
examining the relationship between utilization and copayments[10].
The failing of many crucial free market conditions in health care
points to a strong need for government intervention[2]. Unlike
many other products and services, health care is needed by
every one and is considered a basic human right in Australia[11].
Mistakes in health care can be significant and irreversible.
Asymmetry of knowledge and imperfect competition leads to
significant power imbalances. There is a strong need for
government intervention to maintain the quality of providers; to
act as a counter-balance power to the powerful suppliers of
health care in negotiating and controlling prices; to allow access
of basic health care to the poor, disadvantaged, and those
residing remotely, which in a free market might not have been
provided.
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IAA Sections – tell me more
By Martin Stevenson
The International Actuarial Association (IAA) was founded in
1895 and is the worldwide association of professional actuarial
associations representing approximately 60,000 actuaries in 108
countries. In order to encourage actuarial research and
development in particular areas of practice and to provide
suitable international forums for discussion among individual
actuaries, the IAA created specialised Sections with various
categories.
The Sections hold regular Colloquia in different parts of the
world with Sydney hosting the joint ASTIN, AFIR/ERM and IACA
Colloquia from 23-27 August this year. This gave Australian
actuaries a rare chance for networking as a global profession.

AFIR/ERM (Actuarial Approach for Financial Risks) was founded
in 1988 and has as its objective the promotion of actuarial
research in financial risks and problems.
IA
IACA
CA (International Association of Consulting Actuaries) was
founded in 1968, independently of the IAA, to promote and
facilitate sharing of ideas amongst international consulting
actuaries. It was admitted as a section of the IAA in 1999.
AWB (Actuaries Without Borders®) was created in 2003 to
implement an exciting new volunteer program that would push
forward actuarial involvement in developing economies.
IAAHS (International Actuarial Association Health Section) was
created in 2003. The IAAHS promotes and facilitates
international exchange of views, advice, research and practical
information among actuaries involved with public and private
health issues. These issues include policy and program design,
research and planning, adequacy and services delivery,
sustainability, insurance, pre-funding, and other financing
methods.

Below is an extract from the IAA website giving a brief
description of the aims of all seven Sections. However, to find
out more about the objectives and activities of both the IAA and
the Sections I would encourage you to take a look at their
brochure and set up your own account with the IAA.
ASTIN (Actuarial Studies in Non-life Insur
Insurance)
ance) was created in
1957 and its main objective is to promote actuarial research,
particularly in non-life insurance. ASTIN is continually working to
further develop the mathematical foundation of non-life
insurance and reinsurance.

IAALS (International Actuarial Association Life Section) was
created in 2005 to promote actuarial research and the exchange
of knowledge in the field of life insurance around the world.
PBSS (Pensions, Benefits, Social Security) was created in 2003 to
serve actuaries around the world with personal, professional,
educational, or research interests in social protection as well as
actuaries with interests in the commercial, social, and public
policy issues concerning the provision of pensions and other
benefits. The scope of the PBSS covers public programs and
private pension plans, mutual benefit organisations, commercial
insurance and pension company contracts, annuities, share
options, and other employee benefit provision.
The PBSS, Life and IACA Sections recently held their joint
colloquia in Oslo and the program and papers are available.
I would strongly encourage Australian actuaries to get involved
with the global profession. Collaborating with peers in areas of
professional interest is a stimulating experience and facilitates a
broader perception of the issues involved. It can also lead to the
formation of lifelong friendships.
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The 'IT' thing - forging a data-focused career
By Jas Singh

Actuaries have strong grounding for a career in data
analytics but a greater understanding of IT systems and
programming languages is needed for success in the field.
Jas Singh reports on the Actuaries Institute's inaugural Data
Analytics Seminar.
Unless you’ve been living under a rock you’ll know there is a
strong view that the field of data analytics presents immense
employment opportunities for actuaries. There is already a lot of
interest in the area and, increasingly, many in the profession are
either working full time in the data analytics area or are
contributing to projects involving data analytics. At the recent
Data Analytics Seminar, those gathered at the Actuaries Institute
had the privilege of hearing from several data analytics
practitioners about their own experiences.
As someone who works closely with actuaries and their
employers, I have a knowledge of the skills which employers
need. I believe strongly that actuaries bring a solid blend of
analytical and commercial skills, along with an ability to present
insights.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SQL
Java
Unix
Hadoop
SPSS
Matlab
Tableau
Spotfire
Qlikview
D3

The Actuaries Institute is currently running a Kaggle
competition. Getting involved in such exercises will help you get
familiar with these different software options as well as develop
an understanding of how to go about interrogating data sets and
understanding different variables. This is at the heart of data
analytics work.
One of the speakers mentioned that they learned coding on the
train while commuting to work and spent a lot of their personal
time “playing with data sets”.

It is the ability to bring meaning and relevance to the data which
will help differentiate us and also make a key contribution to
business performance.

There are many online sources which could help build your
understanding of how to go about working with data sets. Some
of these sites include:

View the video here:
https://youtu.be/h23uYr6Q6gw

•
•
•
•
•
•

While the above-mentioned traits are a good starting point, it
has become clear to me that anybody who is serious about
working in the sector should invest some time in understanding
the practical tools and developments which the practitioners
referred to in their presentations.
While you won’t need to be an expert, it would be helpful to have
a good understanding of the practical coding as well as the
background to some of the different software options below.
This will help you to understand the “language” and “thinking
approach” of data analytics, contributing to your ability to have
informed and evolved practical discussions.
• R
• SAS
• Python

Software-carpentry.org
Datacarpentry.org
Leanpub.com/datastyle
Flowingdata.com
Visualisingdata.com

Increasingly, data sets are getting bigger and bigger. Machine
learning is playing a more important part in data analytics, for
example, decision trees are built to predict the relevant factors
and fine-tuned by applying different statistical distributions to
the data sets. Again, if you want to get involved and move into
the data analytics sector, playing with data sets and learning the
basics will take you a long way. Coursera, edx, good old text
books can help you with the learning.
"The ability to speak the language of both the hands-on coders
and analysts, as well as the business decision-makers, is key to
this success."
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Ultimately, if you want to find a job in data analytics you need to
apply for one, or many. This might mean looking for an internal
transfer if your organisation has a data analytics team or
perhaps volunteering for a project in the area. Talking to others
in your company who are working in the area will not only give
you some insight into their day-to-day work but also enable you
to build some contacts and demonstrate a real interest. You may
need to look outside your company, applying for a few jobs
which look interesting just to get some insight. Finding out what
you don’t know can be very helpful.
One of the barriers to moving from a core actuarial role to a new
field has often been the salary levels. However, latest
understanding indicates that comparable salaries can be paid in
this industry and there is obviously significant potential for the
future. So you should not allow salary to be a major barrier
although you may need to take a short term fall while you prove
the value you can bring.
Communicating the key insights and business decision points
derived from your analysis of the data is what will ultimately
determine your success as a data analytics practitioner. The age
old principles of effective communication such as knowing your
audience, filtering key messages, building credibility by
highlighting the modelling work in optimal doses and business
relevant language will be the key to success. The ability to speak
the language of both the hands-on coders and analysts, as well
as the business decision-makers, is key to this success.
Actuaries are well placed to bring this bridge between the
groups, provided we are prepared to listen, learn and ultimately
speak up to make recommendations.
Working in a collaborative environment with many other smart
and capable professionals will also be very important in building
a successful career in data analytics. Increasingly, companies are
building the data analytics teams around complementary skill
sets and behavioural traits.
Employer engagement, ongoing learning and first class
communication will ultimately determine your journey as a data
analytics practitioner and, of course, an actuarial qualification
will definitely give you an edge.
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From passive to active safety - Q&A with Doctor
Jeremy Woolley
By Jeremy Woolley

At the dawn of driverless cars, Acting Director of the Centre
for Automotive Safety Research, Doctor Jeremy Woolley
gives insight into increasingly intelligent road design,
automation and blurred crash responsibility on Australia’s
roads.

What changes do you see (or would like to see) in the future?
More systemic changes to support a “systems” approach to
safety rather than a post-hoc focus on crash events. Managing
risk in the system should become a key focus rather than the
traditional reliance on crash history and black spot style
approaches, which has been useful in the past but is now
becoming less relevant. As an example, single vehicle road
departure crashes in rural areas occur quite randomly and trying
to detect crash clusters and upgrade roads at the sites of these
crashes is unlikely to yield the best results. Systemic changes
along entire corridors have been shown to deliver much better
safety outcomes.

What are some key changes that you have seen over recent
years in the areas of Automotive and/or Road Safety?
The emergence of automation and driver assist systems in
vehicles – a move from passive to active safety. The world is
waking up to the possibilities of driverless vehicles. The massive
gains made in occupant protection by manufacturers. The
adoption of a more holistic approach to safety – attempts to
move away from victim blaming and acknowledgement that
regardless of training or skill level, we should expect road users
to make errors; we should therefore now create transport
systems that accommodate these errors. We basically should
not be allowing people to die or be seriously injured from what
can be regarded as predictable errors. As an example, we may
say that a crash was caused by someone failing to give way.
However there are thousands of such crashes across Australia
every year. Rather than only trying to enhance the road user,
other solutions may lie in the design of the intersection itself or
the adoption of intelligent vehicle technologies.

How do you see the future of research for Injury Schemes
developing in Australia over the next 5-10 years? What are the
challenges?
Responsibility for crashes is likely to become more blurred as
automation takes hold. A better understanding of human factors
may lead to a differing interpretation of what performance we
should reasonably expect from road users – in many cases we
currently set people up for failure given the environments and
situations we place them in.
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There are likely to be increasing contrasts in safety: metropolitan
driving will become much safer than rural driving; motorcyclists
and cyclists will become increasingly over-represented in injury
statistics.
Understanding the mechanisms behind serious injury will need
to become a major focus into the future; this will require the
coordination of national databases, linking of differing datasets
and more in-depth investigation of crashes.

the Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure in
South Australia.
It
It’s
’s not too late to register for the 2015 Injury Schemes Seminar.
View the progr
program
am and register now for the event on 8-10
November at the Hilton, Adelaide.

With increasing automation and technology, there is the
potential to collect data that sheds light on things that could not
previously be measured. Event data recorders provide an
example of this however vehicle to vehicle communication and
vehicle to infrastructure communication could also generate
significant amounts of useful data. This presents a challenge as
to who can access the data and under what circumstances.
A significant challenge is the integration of workplace health and
safety (WHS) with road safety. It needs to be recognised that
transport related death and injury is one of the most important
issues facing workplace safety.
What will your upcoming session at the Injury Schemes Seminar
focus on?
All of the above!
How do people end up in road safety research?
There are many pathways into road safety research as the field
is truly multidisciplinary. Generally there are no undergraduate
university courses specifically on road safety so people tend to
come in from various professions or conduct postgraduate study
in the area.
Road safety overlaps with an incredible variety of areas covering
human factors, behavioural studies, health sciences,
biomechanics, statistics and data analysis, public policy,
economics, marketing, automotive engineering and civil
engineering to name a few!
The area provides incredible challenges around influencing
individuals and the community within an incredibly complex
transport environment. I suspect that most people working in
road safety research can at some point have the quiet
satisfaction that their work can go a long way to reducing death
and injury across the community.
What is the function of the Centre for Automotive Safety
Research? How does CASR undertake this function? (i.e. what
activities? Research? etc..)
CASR is an internationally recognised multidisciplinary research
centre based at the University of Adelaide. Formerly the Road
Accident Research Unit, we have been conducting research in
the area of road safety for almost 50 years. One important
aspect of our work is at scene crash investigation where we send
out investigators to crashes to collect data and conduct follow
up discussions with crash participants. CASR has a team of 20
people from a diverse range of backgrounds including
psychology, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, health
sciences, mathematics, physics and information management.
We conduct research into many areas of road safety and have
considerable expertise in pedestrian safety, crash data analysis,
countermeasure evaluation and knowledge transfer. Our crash
laboratory conducts pedestrian crash tests for the Australasian
New Car Assessment Program (ANCAP) and we play a crucial
role in providing evidence for road safety policy at state and
national levels. CASR is a self-funded research centre that
receives core funding from the Motor Accident Commission and
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